Statement on Western Australian Government
Announcement on New Bus Purchases
Sustainable Energy Now is deeply disappointed with the decision of the Western
Australian Government to enter into a contract to purchase 900 new buses that
are planned to be diesel powered for the foreseeable future.
Electric and hybrid-electric buses are readily available now (including from the
company awarded the contract), and are:
• Emissions free when recharged by renewable energy
• Less expensive on a whole-of-life cost comparison
• Not reliant on imported fuel that is vulnerable to disruption
• Environmentally superior for both noise and pollution in a congested city
• Substantially more comfortable to ride in than diesel powered versions
• Beneficial to electricity grid stability by charging batteries in off-peak
times
Western Australians are being locked-in to the use of dated technology not
befitting a state that is attempting to present a progressive, innovative image to
the world. On the other hand, an electric bus fleet will not only be advantageous
to the environment, but also to the electricity system as a whole. A further
advantage is that bus batteries can be repurposed for utility battery banks once
they age.
With our abundant solar and wind resources, we should be at the forefront of the
adoption of new technologies that utilise these resources.
Instead, we are importing old technology that requires the state to continue
spending funds overseas to import fuel, when we could be directing those funds
to energy derived in the state, thus generating local jobs and improving the
lifestyle and health of our citizens.
SEN calls on the Government to exercise options in the contract to require all the
buses to be electric-driven from the commencement of the contract.
Locking the state into old fossil fuel burning technology will be a retrograde step
that will burden the state with a poor transport solution for decades to come.
This will make Western Australia look incredibly foolish in the eyes of the world.
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It is important to retain contractual flexibility so that diesel drive trains can be
replaced with electric ones at some point in the future.
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